Abstract-In Shannon information theory, the capacity of a memoryless communication channel cannot be increased by the use of feedback from receiver to sender. In this correspondence, the use of classical feedback is shown to provide no increase in the unassisted classical capacity of a memoryless quantum channel when feedback is used across nonentangled input states, or when the channel is an entanglement-breaking channel. This gives a generalization of the Shannon theory for certain classes of feedback protocols when transmitting through noisy quantum communication channels.
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Therefore, (37) implies (36).
The last theorem implies that ifP is a singleton, i.e., if the D -projectionp is unique, then for every sequence " n # 0 lim n!1p " =p:
In the remaining cases for every sequence "n # 0 there exists a sequence n 2 Mã ;b such that 
The formulas (38), (39) fulfill the practical requirements formulated above.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of quantum information is a generalization of the Shannon theory of information that takes into account the physical nature of the information carrier. Previously, information was assumed to be encoded in "classical" physical states of a system that are distinct and infinitely copyable. Classical physics remains only an approximation to the underlying quantum nature of matter. To understand the true limits that the laws of physics places on our ability to communicate and process information, the quantum behavior of the information carrier must be studied.
In the classical theory of transmission through noisy channels, the maximum asymptotic rate at which information may be transmitted through a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) is given by the Shannon capacity theorem [1] . The capacity of a DMC is unchanged even with the inclusion of a number of additional resources, most notably a noiseless feedback channel [2] . This results in a robust measure for the capacity of any memoryless channel.
For noisy quantum channels the situation is somewhat different, and there currently exists a plethora of different capacities for any type of memoryless quantum channel. By demonstrating relationships between the various capacities and invariance under the addition of certain resources, the number of different capacities may be reduced to a smaller number. Any quantum channel may be used to send quantum information in the form of intact quantum states or entanglement, or used to send classical information encoded in quantum states. A noisy quantum channel may also be augmented by the use of auxiliary resources such as one-way or two-way classical side-channels, or prior shared entanglement between sender and receiver. A channel augmented by a one-way forward classical channel has been shown to have the same quantum capacity as a channel without any classical communication [3] , [4] . However, augmentation by classical feedback or a two-way classical channel has been demonstrated to increase the quantum capacity in certain circumstances [3] , [5] . The quantum channel capacities that most resemble the Shannon capacity in both form and behavior appear to be the quantum and classical entanglement-assisted capacities of the channel [6] - [8] . The formula describing either of the entanglement assisted capacities is a quantum analogue of the Shannon formula up to a constant factor, and both are unchanged by the addition of a noiseless quantum feedback channel [5] . For quantum capacities the number of capacities has been reduced to four, namely the unassisted quantum capacity Q, the capacity with a classical feedback channel Q FB , the capacity with a two-way classical side-channel Q 2 , and the entanglement-assisted quantum capacity QE. The quantum capacities obey the relationships Q Q FB Q 2 Q E , with known channels for which Q < Q FB and Q 2 < Q E . Whether or not there exists a channel for which QFB < Q2 remains an open question.
When sending classical information through quantum channels, additional resources such as a quantum or classical feedback channel or prior shared entanglement may be utilized. The use of shared entanglement gives rise to the entanglement-assisted capacity C E = 2Q E , which is equivalent to the classical capacity with a quantum feedback channel. Whether classical feedback can increase the classical capacity is the question that is addressed in this paper. It is obvious that the capacity for a channel with feedback is at least as great as the channel without feedback CFB C (1) and to prove equality it is only necessary to show the reverse inequality. In this paper the use of classical feedback across nonentangled input states is shown to provide no increase in the classical capacity of noisy quantum channels. Additionally, if the quantum channel is an entanglement-breaking channel then feedback cannot increase the classical capacity, even for feedback across input states that may be entangled between channel uses. These results give a partial analogy to the use of feedback in the Shannon theory.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The most general form of the quantum state of a physical system may be represented by a density matrix. The density matrix is an element of the set of positive linear operators acting on a Hilbert space H with unit trace : H ! H, Tr = 1. A quantum channel is represented by a completely positive trace preserving map on the state 3 : ! (3).
By completely positive, it is meant that any extension to the positive map is also a positive map. 
A. Separable and Entangled Quantum States
A separable bipartite quantum state is any bipartite state that may be written as a convex sum over product states, that is
with j p j = 1 and p j > 0. Correlations between any locally measured properties of a separable state may be described by a classical probability distribution. Any bipartite quantum state that is not separable is said to be entangled. Entanglement is therefore used to describe the correlations between the outcomes of local measurements on states that cannot be represented by an a priori probability distribution (such distributions are known as hidden variables).
B. Entropies for Quantum States
The quantum analogue of the entropy function is called the von Neumann entropy. This is a functional on the set of density matrices, where S() = 0Tr log The von Neumann entropy thus represents the lower bound on the Shannon entropy for any complete measurement of the system [9] . The quantum conditional entropy, quantum mutual information, and other generalizations of classical entropies, may be determined from the analogous constructions. Hence, the quantum conditional entropy is given by
for a bipartite state AB , and the quantum mutual information by 
where equality in the second line follows from the fact that S( R ) = H(pi) and S(RQ) = H(pi)+ i piS i RQ whenever the ensemble i RQ has orthogonal support [11] .
Given any memoryless quantum channel 3, the HolevoSchumacher-Westmoreland (HSW) theorem states that codes exist with rates approaching the Holevo bound and which have asymptotically vanishing probability of error [12] , [13] . Therefore the classical information capacity for a quantum channel using a product state alphabet across channel uses is given by
This may then be generalized to give the classical capacity of a quantum channel, namely the HSW capacity for an alphabet in the Hilbert space of maximum dimension H n , with the property that it consists of product states over uses of blocks of n channels, but may be entangled across different channel uses within the same block.
To view the classical capacity of a quantum channel in a more physically motivated setting, we can show that any separable state RQ can be extended, in a larger Hilbert space, to a state R RQ in the form of (5). Note that any separable state may be written in the form 
where D is the set of all separable states. The maximum rate at which information may be transmitted through a quantum channel 3 is therefore bounded by the maximum amount of correlation that may be generated between classically correlated states shared through the channel. The capacity of the channel is then given by the regularized quantity
with RQ a state that may be entangled across channels in Q, but remaining separable between R and Q. Whether (12) reduces to the single shot capacity in (11) remains an open question for a general memoryless quantum channel, although additivity of the capacity is known for certain classes of channels [14] - [16] .
III. CLASSICAL FEEDBACK AND QUANTUM CHANNELS
To derive the upper bound on the feedback capacity we utilize classical-quantum states shared through the channel. In addition, for each use of the feedback channel we add a correlated set of quantum operations, where each operation on the output is associated with a trace preserving operation on the next input state. It is shown that the maximum quantum mutual information generated for a multistep feedback protocol, where no entanglement is shared or generated between sender and receiver, cannot exceed the sum over the maximum quantum mutual information gain from each step of the protocol without feedback. Hence, the maximum rate for feedback codes utilized across nonentangled input states or feedback codes for entanglement-breaking channels cannot exceed the classical capacity of the channel without feedback.
A. Feedback Across Product Input States
In order to prove the result for the most general type of protocol for product state inputs, the channels may be assumed to be of the form 3, where for multiple use of a single channel 8 we can assume = 8 n and 3 = 8 m , with m and n arbitrary.
From Section II-C we can see that, without loss of generality, the initial total state may be chosen of the form 
This is then followed by the feedback operation, which may be repre- 
The quantum mutual information between the message state R and the combined output states may be rephrased in terms of the reduced quantum mutual information and the conditional quantum mutual information, namely 
The conditional quantum mutual information may be defined in terms of the quantum mutual information in the equivalent forms 
The first term on the right-hand side of (19) may be explicitly written as
where Q is the HSW capacity of the first channel. The first inequality follows from the fact that any quantum operation B acting on part of a bipartite state cannot increase the quantum mutual information [17] , and the second inequality follows from the definition of Q . The first inequality in (22) incorporates any information gained from the measurement outcome during the feedback protocol. This may be seen by attaching an initially pure ancilla state j0 M ih0 M j which, after the new operation on the output state and ancilla B Q M , gives a classical copy of the measurement outcome in the ancilla state B j Q B jy jj M ihj M j. The quantum mutual information between the message state R and the output state combined with the ancilla following the measurement operation B Q M , must also necessarily be less than the initial quantum mutual information between the message state and the initial output state and ancilla state M . Because the ancilla and output are initially in a product state, the first inequality in (22) then follows from the additivity of the von Neumann entropies of product states S Q j0 M ih0 M j = S( Q ).
The required bound on the final term of (19) is obtained from the separability of the final message states. We begin by expanding the terms according to the basic definition in ( 
The same result follows for an arbitrary feedback protocol, across any product states inputs, by induction.
B. Feedback Across Nonentangled Input States
The upper bound on any feedback protocol in the previous section is easily extended to include the class of input states that are nonentangled, that is, all separable states. This is due to the fact that any separable input states will remain separable after any LOCC feedback operation, and can therefore be written in the form of (18) . Therefore feedback across nonentangled input states cannot increase the maximum asymptotic rate at which classical information may be sent through a memoryless quantum channel.
C. Entanglement-Breaking Channels
An entanglement-breaking quantum channel is one which cannot transmit entanglement. If part of any bipartite entangled state is transmitted through the channel, then the bipartite state following transmission is necessarily separable. Explicitly, for any initial state j RQ i, the output RQ given by RQ = (1R 3Q)jRQihRQj (28) is always separable. The classical capacity for entanglement-breaking channels has previously been shown to be additive, and hence the classical information capacity for such channels is simply C = (3) [15] .
The proof that feedback cannot increase the classical capacity of an entanglement-breaking channel is straightforward. After the first state Q 1 is sent through an entanglement-breaking channel, each alphabet state i Q Q is necessarily separable. It then follows as in (14)- (27) with the only difference being that the alphabet states are convex sums of product states rather than product states. Consequently, feedback cannot increase the classical information capacity of entanglementbreaking channels.
It may be noted that for a feedback protocol to possibly exceed the bound for the nonfeedback capacity the average total states, RQ Q and ! RQ Q , must remain entangled between the states that have been sent and the states held by the sender, at some step of the protocol. Any channel for which any ensemble results in a separable state, which is the defining characteristic of any entanglement-breaking channel, must therefore have CFB = C.
IV. CONCLUSION
The use of classical feedback for the transmission of classical information through a memoryless quantum channel has been shown to give no increase in the capacity of the channel when the feedback is used across nonentangled input states. Additionally, it has been shown that feedback cannot increase the classical capacity of entanglementbreaking channels. The question of whether or not feedback can increase the capacity of memoryless quantum channels when used across entangled input states remains open.
I. INTRODUCTION
In addressing the issue of decoding complexity, space-time block codes (STBCs) have the advantages of supporting higher data rates, lower decoding complexity, and relatively simpler implementations and feasibility to combat detrimental effects in fading channels. Based upon the idea of orthogonizing transmission matrices, Alamouti [1] Particularly, a design is of full rate and minimal delay if K = T and T = N , respectively. Due to mainly the unitary properties, the methodology of orthogonal designs ensures full diversity equal to the number of Tx-antennas, and how simple decoding can be accomplished by a linear maximum-likelihood algorithm. However, Tarokh, Jafarkhani, and Calderbank [11] applied Clifford algebras, an anticommutative matrix algebras for constellation signals, to prove that a full-rate orthogonal design with minimal delay exists only for 2 Tx-antennas in complex constellations. Similar conclusion was also developed through division algebras by Sethuraman and Sunder Rajan [9] . 
